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As we reach the middle of summer, many of us
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Eating indoors at a restaurant:
medium to high risk

Indoor dining is still quite risky. When you have people sitting,
eating and talking within close proximity, the risk for infection
increases exponentially. Even if indoor spacing is optimal,
there’s no guarantee that the restaurant is properly ventilated.
Also, people have a tendency to linger when dining out, which
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Exercising outdoors:
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(including running on spacious, uncluttered paths) is a good
way to burn off steam while staying socially distant.

Continue healthy eating habits.
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Experts agree that if both families have been quarantining
and limiting their exposure to others, this is pretty safe.

Quit smoking. For ALL the reasons.
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It’s important to be on the same page with the family that
you’re traveling with in terms of trip expectations (social
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If you’re heading to an area where there’s been an increase
blood pressure, cholesterol and weight.
in cases, it may be best to postpone the trip.

Take medication(s) as prescribed.
A BYOB backyard BBQ with one other household:
low to medium risk
Meeting in a spacious outdoor area with only a small group isn’t

lives.
too risky. But the safety level here depends on whom you invite
and what their behavior is like at the party.
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To keep risk low, avoid sharing food, drinks or utensils —
last but not least, going only with members of your household.
make it a BYO-everything party.
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